ASSAYING YEAST VIABILITY & VITALITY: STAINS & CATEGORIES
Categories

DNA or Protein Stains
Nucleic Acid Binding Mechanism (Membrane
Impermeable): ....e.g. Sytox Orange, PI or
BE.......mechanism is they detect dead cells, not
viable, staining orange-red with PI, yelloworange with Sytox Orange and green with BE.

Nucleic Acid Binding Mechanism (Membrane
Permeable): ....e.g. Syto...detect live cells in technique.

MgANS Mechanism: .....membrane impermeable if
viable....enters dead cells & binds to protein....yellowgreen when dead.....viable cells show no stain.

Fluorophores: oxonol, Syto,1-aniline-8-naphtalene-sulfonic acid
(MgANS), berberine (BE), Sytox Orange, propidium iodide (PI), FUN1,
viablue, rhodamine 123, fluorescien diacetate, carboxyfluorescein
diacetate (CFDA).

Potentiometric Fluorescent Stains: ...use either
+ ( rhodamine 123) or - charged ( oxonol) dyes.....live
cells exclude anionic dyes, therefore dead cells take
up and bind to protein/lipids.

Viablue, CFDA, FDA Mechanism: ....membrane permeable ...live cells
hydrolyze and they fluoresce...dead cells cannot and show no stain or
fluorescence.
Sylvie Van Zandycke: .....recommends Oxonol and BE as best
fluorescent dyes....says FUN1, MgANS, PI and Sytox Orange
underestimate viability compared to Methylene Violet.
In a fermenter, @ half yeast have only a birth scar, onequarter have divided once, one-eight twice, and so on.......
NADH Fluorimetry.....radiate at 366 nm and
NADH fluorimetry.
detect fluorescence
at 460. NADH provides
"reducing power"...high when vital.

"Viability" equals ability to replicate and
exhibit metabolic activity.

Assaying Yeast
Viability & Vitality
"Yeast Cyte": instrument produced by BioDETECT
AS.....uses green diode laser...propidium iodide
used as viability stain, with dead cells absorbing
and fluorescing...dilute cells 100,00 to 1,000,000/ml
for assay....analysis breaks down by total/%dead/
%live. One minute analysis time.

Fluorescent dyes (e.g. FDA, Mg-ANS, esterified 5(6)carboxy fluorescein) detected by either fluorescent
microscopy or flow cytometry.
"Oxanol" stain not taken up by live cells,
dead do & fluoresce.

Fluorecein isothiocyanate.
Rhodamine 23 - mitochondrial activity dye.
NADH fluorimetry….radiate at 366 nm and measure at
460 nm…more NADH reducing power equals
more viable yeast.
Fluorescent glucose analogue 2-NBD glucose...affinity varies
with yeast metabolic state...use as vitality indicator. Slide
culture...takes 18 hours.

MgANS (= Berbine).....fluorescent dye excluded by healthy cells =
"membrane excluded dye"......thus dead cells fluoresce.

Fluorochrome staining (e.g. Mg-ANS,
FDA) to assess membrane integrity.

Fluorescent Stains

Bendiak: grouped indicators into the following
categories:
a) Monitoring Cell Energy Levels
b) Measuring Cell Components/Activity
c) Cell Surface Measurements
d) Replication Based
e) Flow Cytometry.

Flow cytometry using TO-PRO-iodide (nucleic acid
stain reduced by intact P.M.).

FUN1 Mechanism: membrane permeable....binds to
DNA....live cells metabolize to red fluorescence...dead cells
leave unchanged as green.

Mitochondrial Activity...dye staining
with rhodamine 123.

Smart: grouped indicators into the following categories:
a) Cellular Integrity
b)Vital Stains
c) Proliferation Potential
d) Specialized Methods
e) Metabolic Activity (= "Attenuation Potential").

Sapporo: "Alice Blue Retention Dye"....binds to negative
phosphate charges on cell surface....binding greatest in lag/
log phases....good correlation of %ABR with: a) # cells in
suspension at end of fermentation,
b) yeast [UFA and sterols], and c) cell surface charge.

Fluorescent Stains
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